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.55% Of 1.1.7a-infringing websites globally, 17.42% of the top-10,000. permalink
12/19/12 11:43 A: If this is a server-side application, you are probably using PHP and the
str_ireplace() function. If your URLs are always in the form '', you could create a simple
function that replaces all and with Alternatively, if you want to avoid using a function,

you could use the preg_replace function to replace with in a string, for example, like this:
$url = ''; $url = preg_replace('/http:\/\//', '', $url); Here's a proof of concept of how that

would work: Output: There are more robust methods for doing this, such as using regular
expressions to replace all URLs. But that is unnecessary for your purposes. Q: PhoneGap
+ iOS touch events delay I have a function that calls native code from within a PhoneGap

iOS app. The function is called on a touch-up event (I know this because the touch-up
event is delayed by at least 20ms on the first touch; if there's more than one touch, the

touch-up event is delayed by that many milliseconds, too). At first, I thought it was
something wrong with my PhoneGap code. However, even when I remove my touch-up
event in native code, the touch-up event still has a delay (it's even longer in the native
code, where I'm not sure if the touch-up event is called on all touches at once or not).
How can I get rid of that? I just want to set up a function (that takes some time, so I

cannot make it asynchronous) and invoke that from PhoneGap. It turns out the iPhone's
multi-touch detection is triggered by taps, not by simultaneous touches
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